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Marc Marotta  
Divisional Secretary 
RTBU Locomotive Division 
Level 6, 1 Elizabeth St 
Melbourne VIC 3000 

30 April 2018 
 
 
 Dear Marc 
 
Re: Metro Go ref 20893 
 
Thank you for your recent correspondence in relation to MetroGo dated 24 April 2018.  
 
In your letter, you refer to the ‘prohibition of electronic devices in active cabs within the state of Victoria by all 
railway enterprises’.  Please provide the lawful basis for this statement, including reference to any specific 
statutory provisions. 
 
As previously notified, Metro has consulted with the ONRSR in relation to the MetroGo project, providing details 
on its use and an overview of the management of change process conducted internally. There has been no 
objection to the proposal by the ONRSR. 
 
During the meeting on the 12 April 2018, we provided you and your representatives with an overview of the 
MetroGo project and provided you with supporting information such as the draft mobile phone procedure.  We 
also invited the RTBULD to participate in further detailed consultation around the work instructions and a meeting 
was arranged for 19 April 2018.  The RTBULD did not participate in this meeting.  
 
As per our telephone conversation on Thursday 26 April  and recent discussions you had three main areas of 
concerns that you require a commitment from Metro before you support the establishment of a working party: 
 
Privacy - Use of the Smart Phone off duty 
The privacy of Metro’s employees is important to Metro.  Metro’s ‘Privacy Policy – Employee Records’ (L0-CEO-
POL-049) sets out how Metro complies with its obligations under the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and the National 
Privacy Principles. 
 
When drivers are off duty, Metro confirms that it will only use the Metro issued mobile phone to make contact 
with the driver only if it is their primary contact number.  Metro will not collect or use any location data from the 
mobile phone whilst a driver is off duty.  The mobile phones will passively record GPS data when turned on at all 
times, this is a standard functionality on the Apple smart phones.  Mobile phones cannot record GPS data when 
turned off. 
 
I confirm that Metro will not remotely switch on and access a driver’s mobile phone, nor will Metro be able to 
listen to phone calls.  Please see attached previous correspondence provided around this issue. 
 
If you have any further specific information please let me know. 
 
Driver distraction – Caused by brightness of screen 
I understand that driver distraction is a key issue for the RTBULD.  Metro shares this view.  Metro has conducted a 
series of Human Factors assessments and risk analysis to inform the safest and most appropriate use of the Smart 
Phone in an active cab environment.  Actual in-field testing will enable Metro to determine the appropriate 
functionality (including brightness) for drivers.  The mobile phones already have a functionality to enable the user 
to manually adjust the screen brightness.   Further, based on your feedback, we will consider a ‘Night Mode’ to 
enable the mobile phone’s brightness to be automatically adjusted to an appropriate user level. 
 
In view of the above, the use in an active cab will be assessed thoroughly to ensure that any risk of driver 
distraction is eliminated and/or controlled so far as is reasonably practicable. 
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Pop up Alerts – Drivers having to constantly check the screen for updates 
I acknowledge that another key concern is drivers ‘having to constantly check the phones’ screen for updates 
whilst the train is being driven with passengers.  The MetroGo App will provide information on stopping patterns 
designed to assist drivers with the operation of the service.  The App will not be utilised by drivers to monitor late 
running and dwell times.  The only time an alert will be provided to a driver will be for express running conditions 
(audio) and to remind drivers to detrain passengers with special needs.  Drivers are only required to check such 
App alerts when safe to do so.   
 
I look forward to working further with you on MetroGo project and encourage the RTBULD to participate with 
Metro’s drivers in the consultation process so that the best outcome is achieved. 
 
If you have any queries in the meantime please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Ali Elbouch 
General Manager Train Services 
 
 
 

 


